Every detail of the Avalo Series LTCi Medication Cart line was considered to make sure the feature set met the specifications of the pharmacy, clinical, and IT staff requirements. This versatile platform for medication control provides your facility a fully integrated system of storage and technology to make your medication management process more efficient. The numerous benefits of the Avalo Series LTCi medication cart combine to offer maximum flexibility and functionality. Consult with Capsa and learn how this hybrid mix of technology and design can accommodate the transition to eMAR and other technological advancements in medication control.

Power Conditioning System Specifications
- Input Voltage: Factory configurable for 115VAC (range 90-130VAC) or 230VAC (range 180-260VAC)
- Output Voltage: 3 channels 5–24 VDC, 1 channel 5 VDC
- Optional AC package available
- Charger: Multi-Stage Smart Charger
- Short-circuit: 20 amp DC breaker
- Status Indicator: Battery status on LED display
- Regulatory: Tested to FCC Class A, Part 15

Standard Cart Specifications
- Base Dimensions:
  - LTCSi: 26” x 31” 66cm x 79cm
  - LTCLi: 26” x 38” 66cm x 96.52cm
  - LTCXLi: 26” x 48.5” 66cm x 123.2cm
- Work Surface Area:
  - LTCSi: 19.5” x 23” 49.5cm x 58.42cm
  - LTCLi: 19.5” x 31” 49.5cm x 78.74cm
  - LTCXLi: 19.5” x 41” 49.5cm x 104.2cm
- Work Surface Height: 45.5” 115.6cm
- Construction: Formed steel, aluminum, heavy-duty polymer work surface / end panels
- Finish: High-density polymer
- Wheels: Swivel casters with 1 locking standard; carpet/tracking casters optional

LTCi Model Options
- Punch Card Model Options
- Unit Dose Box Model Options

Features
- Flexible platform for choice of computing options: laptop, rugged mini PC, All-In-One PC, tablet or thin client
- Easy-to-reach spiral power cord
- Battery power status on LED display
- Integrated power conditioning system
- Integrated USB hub
- Slide-out writing surface
- 104-key keyboard on retractable tray
- Expansive storage drawers
- Keyless access with actuator lock
- 5” double ball bearing casters (17.7cm)

Additional Mobile Computing Solutions
Contact Capsa about its full line of mobile computing cart solutions.

Punch Card Model Options
- Offers a practical capacity of 360 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for backups and supplies. Maximum capacity: 450 punch cards

Unit Dose Box Model Options
- Offers a practical capacity of 180 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 252 unit dose boxes
- Offers a practical capacity of 360 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 504 unit dose boxes
- Offers a practical capacity of 540 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 750 unit dose boxes

LTCi Model Specifications
- Offers a practical capacity of 216 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 288 unit dose boxes

- Offers a practical capacity of 252 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 336 unit dose boxes

- Offers a practical capacity of 336 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 480 unit dose boxes

- Offers a practical capacity of 350 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 450 punch cards

- Offers a practical capacity of 450 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 600 punch cards

- Offers a practical capacity of 450 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 600 punch cards

- Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 750 punch cards

- Offers a practical capacity of 288 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 384 unit dose boxes

PC Model LTCi Medication Cart
UD Model LTCi Medication Cart
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LTCi Specifications

LTCi Medication Cart Features & Specifications
Every detail of the Avalo Series LTC Medication Cart line was considered to make sure the feature set met the specifications of the pharmacy, clinical, and IT staff requirements. This versatile platform for medication control provides your facility a fully integrated system of storage and technology to make your medication management process more efficient. The numerous benefits of the Avalo Series LTC medication cart combine to offer maximum flexibility and functionality. Consult with Capsa and learn how this hybrid mix of technology and design can accommodate the transition to eMAR and other technological advancements in medication control.

Features:
- Flexible platform for a choice of computing options: laptop, rugged mini PC, all-in-one PC, tablet or thin client
- Easy-to-reach spiral power cord
- Battery power status on LED display
- Integrated power conditioning system
- Integrated USB hub
- Slide-out writing surface
- 104-key keyboard on retractable tray
- Expansive storage drawers
- Keyless access with auto-relocking
- 5" double ball bearing casters (17.7cm)

Additional Mobile Computing Solutions
Contact Capsa about its full line of mobile computing cart solutions.

LTCi Model Options

Punch Card Model Options

Model PCSi

Offers a practical capacity of 350 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 450 punch cards.

Model PCLi

Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 750 punch cards.

Model PCSXLi

Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 900 punch cards.

Unit Dose Box Model Options

Model UDQi

Offers a practical capacity of 216 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity, 252 unit dose boxes.

Model UDQiL

Offers a practical capacity of 384 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity, 480 unit dose boxes.

Model UDQLi

Offers a practical capacity of 450 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 600 punch cards.

Model UDQLiL

Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 750 punch cards.

LTCi Standard Cart Specifications

Base Dimensions:
- LTCSi: 26" x 31" (66cm x 79cm)
- LTCLi: 26" x 38" (66cm x 96.52cm)
- LTCXLi: 26" x 48.5" (66cm x 123.2cm)

Work Surface Area:
- LTCSi: 19.5" x 23" (49.5cm x 58.42cm)
- LTCLi: 19.5" x 31" (49.5cm x 78.74cm)
- LTCXLi: 19.5" x 41" (49.5cm x 104.2cm)

Work Surface Height:
- 45.5" (115.6cm)

Construction:
- Formed steel, aluminum, heavy-duty polymer work surface / end panels
- High-density polymer

Wheels:
- Swivel casters with 1 locking standard; carpet/tracking casters optional

Power Conditioning System Specifications
- Input Voltage: Factory configurable for 115VAC (range 90-130VAC) or 230VAC (range 180-260VAC)
- Output Voltage: 3 channels 5–24 VDC; 1 channel 5 VDC
- Optional AC package available
- Charger: Multi-Stage Smart Charger
- Short-circuit: 20 amp DC breaker
- Status Indicator: Battery status on LED display
- Regulatory: Tested to FCC Class A, Part 15

LTCi S Model Drawer Specifications

Height Depth Width
3 Inch 3" / 7.6 cm 17.5" / 45 cm 21.5" / 55 cm
6 Inch 6.25" / 16 cm 17.5" / 45 cm 21.5" / 55 cm
10 Inch 10" / 25 cm 17.5" / 45 cm 21.5" / 55 cm

LTCi L Model Drawer Specifications

Height Depth Width
3 Inch 3" / 7.6 cm 28.7" / 73 cm 21.5" / 55 cm
6 Inch 6.25" / 16 cm 28.7" / 73 cm 21.5" / 55 cm
10 Inch 10" / 25 cm 28.7" / 73 cm 21.5" / 55 cm

LTCi XL Model Utility Drawer Specifications

Height Depth Width
3 Inch 3" / 7.6 cm 7.75" / 19.7 cm 21.5" / 55 cm
6 Inch 6.25" / 16 cm 7.75" / 19.7 cm 21.5" / 55 cm
10 Inch 10" / 25 cm 7.75" / 19.7 cm 21.5" / 55 cm

Specifications, availability & components are subject to change without notice.

PC Model LTCi Medication Cart
UD Model LTCi Medication Cart

Punch Card Model Options

Model PCSi

Offers a practical capacity of 350 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 450 punch cards.

Model PCLi

Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 750 punch cards.

Model PCSXLi

Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 900 punch cards.

Unit Dose Box Model Options

Model UDQi

Offers a practical capacity of 216 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity, 252 unit dose boxes.

Model UDQiL

Offers a practical capacity of 384 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity, 480 unit dose boxes.

Model UDQLi

Offers a practical capacity of 450 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 600 punch cards.

Model UDQLiL

Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 750 punch cards.
Computing Options

The Avalo Series LTCi features a flexible platform that can accommodate a wide range of hardware and software solutions to meet your unique operating needs. To ensure security, including keyless entry with automatic relocking and remote cart access control.

LTCi Medication Cart Highlights
- Open platform for a host of computing options, including laptop, small form factor, All-In-One PC, tablet, and thin client solutions.
- Expandable work area with optional slide-out work surface.
- Magnetic stripe, proximity or bar code security for cart access.
- Keyless access with auto-relocking.
- LED battery status indicator.
- Override code to permit pharmacy restocking.
- Easy-to-edit settings and simple user instructions.

Security Options

Every LTCi Medication Cart model features the latest security solutions for medication management, organization, and security. Including flexible keyless entry with automatic relocking and remote cart access control.

Security Highlights
- Antimicrobial surfaces with embedded silver ions.
- Auto-Relocking.
- Overlock Access with secondary access requirement.
- Keyless access.

VersaBin System

Auto-Packaging Solution

The adaptability of the Capsa VersaBin System lets you decide how resident medications, PRNs, and small items should be stored, organized, and accommodated. Offering flexible organization and dramatic improvements in resident discharges, short-term leaves and room changes.

Perfect for:
- Automated compliance packaging systems.
- Opus® Unit Dose System.
- HCT-Opti-Pak™ System

Maximum Security for Medication Control

- Resident discharges, short-term leaves, and room changes are easily accommodated.
- Bin divider and flexible labeling system enhances transparency and clean and organized cart content.
- Allows flexibility to change from pouch to labels, and to VersaBin configuration quickly and easily.
Avalo Series® LTCi Medication Cart

LTCi Medication Cart Highlights
- Open platform for a host of computing options including laptops, small form factor All-In-One PC, tablet or thin-client solutions.
- Expandable work area with optional slide-out work surface.
- Magnetic strip, proximity or bar code security for cart access.
- Keyless access with auto-relocking.
- Flexible keyboard / mouse upgrades available.
- Drawer retraction latch with simple one-step opening mechanism.
- Seamless lightweight drawers with 3”, 6” and 10” depths.
- Full selection of convenience accessories and options.
- Extended power systems for rout times of 12 hours.
- Stable, non-tip footprint for simple maneuverability.

Accessories & Options
- Streamlined clinical workflow is assured with a full complement of convenience accessories is organized supplies to facilitate patient care.
- Flexible keyboard / mouse upgrades available.
- VersaBin® Tote System
- Standard Features
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control

LTCi Computing Options

Computing Options
The Avalo Series LTCi features a flexible platform that can accommodate a wide range of hardware and software solutions to meet your unique computing needs. To ensure the safety of your medications and your patients, you can add a secondary access requirement.

All-In-One

LTCi Computing Options
- The Avalo LTCi provides the power and the platform for optimizing your software solutions of choice, including the most popular software solutions from PointClickCare, American HealthTech, MDT Achieve, CareTracker, and other long-term care clinical software solutions.
- To support your mobile clinical IT software program, all Capsa computing and peripheral power and platform for optimizing your software solutions of choice, including the most popular software solutions from PointClickCare, American HealthTech, MDT Achieve, CareTracker, and other long-term care clinical software solutions.
- Standard Features
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control

Security Options
Every LTCi Medication Cart model features the latest security technology available. This includes advanced technology to ensure the safety of your medications and your patients. For even greater security, you can add a secondary access requirement.

Standard Features
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control

Security Options
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control

Security Options
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control

Auto-Packing Solution
The adaptability of the Capsa® LTCi monitors system lets you decide how medications are restocked and effectively accommodate for resident medications, PRNs and small items. The adaptability of the VersaBin® System lets you decide how medications are restocked and effectively accommodate for resident medications, PRNs and small items. The adaptability of the VersaBin® System lets you decide how medications are restocked and effectively accommodate for resident medications, PRNs and small items.

Mobile Clinical IT Software
- To support your mobile clinical IT software program, all Capsa computing and peripheral power and platform for optimizing your software solutions of choice, including the most popular software solutions from PointClickCare, American HealthTech, MDT Achieve, CareTracker, and other long-term care clinical software solutions.
- Standard Features
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control

Security Options
Every LTCi Medication Cart model features the latest security technology available. This includes advanced technology to ensure the safety of your medications and your patients. For even greater security, you can add a secondary access requirement.

Standard Features
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control

Security Options
Every LTCi Medication Cart model features the latest security technology available. This includes advanced technology to ensure the safety of your medications and your patients. For even greater security, you can add a secondary access requirement.

Standard Features
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control

Security Options
Every LTCi Medication Cart model features the latest security technology available. This includes advanced technology to ensure the safety of your medications and your patients. For even greater security, you can add a secondary access requirement.

Standard Features
- Auto-Packing Solution
- Maximum Security for Medication Control
Cappa healthcare understands the need for mobile computing carts that simplify, streamline, and improve workflow. That’s why the Avalo Series LTCi Medication Cart line combines the latest medication cart design with proven laptop computing and point-of-care technology solutions.

The workflow benefits of the Avalo Series LTCi provide a simple, proven system that integrates reliable and scalable technology into your medication management process. The solution will assure your facility of a streamlined transition from traditional methods to the latest application of technology solutions that foster efficiency and improved patient care. Best of all, Cappa LTCi Medication Carts offer intelligent solutions for medication management, organization, and security, including leaflet entry with automatic relocking and remote cart access control.

Avalo Series LTCi Medication Cart

- Open platform for a host of computing options, including small form factor, All-In-One PC, tablet, and thin client solutions.
- Expandable work area with optional slide-out work surface.
- Magnetic strip, proximity or bar code security for cart access.
- Keyless access with auto-relocking.
- Optional keyboard/mouse upgrades available.
- Stow-away 104-key keyboard and mouse.
- Full selection of convenience accessories and options.
- Expansive work area with optional slide-out work surface.
- Large resident capacity per cart with easy transport in tote bags for easy exchange.

LTCi Computing Options

- Laptop/Tablet Mounting Solutions
  - Five laptop and tablet mounting solutions including leading brands HP, Dell, Lenovo/IBM, Panasonic, Motion Computing and Toshiba.
- The Avalo Series LTCi provides the platform to support your choice of All-in-One PC solutions, including standard or clinical grade models. Contact Capsa to discuss the integration of your software solutions with the LTCi cart platforms.
- The workflow benefits of the Avalo Series LTCi provide a simple, proven system that integrates reliable and scalable technology into your medication management process. The solution will assure your facility of a streamlined transition from traditional methods to the latest application of technology solutions that foster efficiency and improved patient care. Best of all, Cappa LTCi Medication Carts offer intelligent solutions for medication management, organization, and security, including leaflet entry with automatic relocking and remote cart access control.

VersaBin™ System

- ApexPack™ System
- Auto-Packing Solution: The adaptability of the VersaBin™ System allows you to choose from a variety of automated inventory management, including standard or clinical grade models. Contact Capsa to discuss the integration of your software solutions with the LTCi cart platforms.
- The workflow benefits of the Avalo Series LTCi provide a simple, proven system that integrates reliable and scalable technology into your medication management process.
- The solution will assure your facility of a streamlined transition from traditional methods to the latest application of technology solutions that foster efficiency and improved patient care. Best of all, Cappa LTCi Medication Carts offer intelligent solutions for medication management, organization, and security, including leaflet entry with automatic relocking and remote cart access control.

Maximum Security for Medication Control

- Security Options: Every LTCi Medication Cart model features the latest technology solutions, including keyless entry with auto-relocking, and LED battery status indicator.
- Standard Features:
  - Auto-Relocking
  - Magnetic strip, proximity or bar coded card
  - Multiple user access and activity, including standard or clinical grade models. Contact Capsa to discuss the integration of your software solutions with the LTCi cart platforms.

- Security Upgrades
  - Auditing: Cappa representative will perform audit of your software solutions from PointClickCare, American HealthTech, McKesson, and others.
  - Audit Tracking: Cappa representative will provide data to support your choice of All-in-One PC solutions, including standard or clinical grade models. Contact Capsa to discuss the integration of your software solutions with the LTCi cart platforms.
  - Auto-Packaging Solution: The adaptability of the VersaBin™ System allows you to choose from a variety of automated inventory management, including standard or clinical grade models. Contact Capsa to discuss the integration of your software solutions with the LTCi cart platforms.
Every detail of the Avalo Series LTCi Medication Cart line was considered to make sure the feature set met the specifications of the pharmacy, clinical, and IT staff requirements. This versatile platform for medication control provides your facility a fully integrated system of storage and technology to make your medication management process more efficient. The numerous benefits of the Avalo Series LTCi medication cart combine to offer maximum flexibility and functionality. Consult with Capsa and learn how this hybrid mix of technology and design can accommodate the transition to eMAR and other technological advancements in medication control.

**Features**
- Flexible platform for a choice of computing options: laptop, rugged mini PC, all-in-one PC, tablet or thin client
- Easy-to-reach spiral power cord
- Battery power status on LED display
- Integrated power conditioning system
- Integrated USB hub
- Slide-out writing surface
- 104-key keyboard on retractable tray
- Expansive storage drawers
- Keyless access with auto-relocking
- 5” double ball bearing casters (12.7cm)

**Additional Mobile Computing Solutions**
Contact Capsa about its full line of mobile computing cart solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LTCSi</th>
<th>LTCLi</th>
<th>LTCXLi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26” x 31”</td>
<td>26” x 38”</td>
<td>26” x 48.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66cm x 79cm</td>
<td>66cm x 96.52cm</td>
<td>66cm x 123.2cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LTCSi Model Options**
- Offers a practical capacity of 350 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 450 punch cards.

**LTCLi Model Options**
- Offers a practical capacity of 216 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity, 252 unit dose boxes.

**LTCXLi Model Options**
- Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity: 750 punch cards.

**UD Model LTCi Medication Cart**
- Offers a practical capacity of 288 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity, 336 unit dose boxes.

**UDXLi Model LTCi Medication Cart**
- Offers a practical capacity of 384 unit dose boxes and maintains plenty of room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity, 480 unit dose boxes.